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MKW SERIE A: TYPE RAPID 35x50 cm B3

1 Hand feeding conveyor belt

Type MKW RAPID HF-Conveyor

- Maximal-Format 35 x 50 cm

- Hand feeding conveyor belt to infeed sets into SFT350

- Conveyor analogical to RAPID transport table

- Transport by transport belts with beveled transport fingers

- 5 transport belts below the stainless steel plates

- 2 transport belts radial adjustable

- Table drive by speed gear motor

- Cycle speed infinitely adjustable

- Supporting framework fitted at SFT350 frame

- Table and drive safety covers according CE-certificates

- Electrical connection 3 phase / N / PE connected at SFT350

MKW SERIE A: TYPE RAPID 35x50 cm B3

1 Stitcher-folder unit

Type MKW RAPID SFT 350

- Open format up to 35 x 50 cm

- Rapid format adjustment with counter display for paper guidance

- Clocked suction belt for perfect paper transport

- Stitching extendable up to 6 stitcher heads for spine stitching

- Single chopper fold with adjustable folding rollers

- Adjustable folding rollers with pressing mechanism

- Adjustable pressing mechanism by rollers

- Front trimming unit with 6 cm minimum size

- Jam control unit safeguarding the trimming unit

- High endurance of knifes by DURITAN
®
-knifes

- Knife change to be carried out fast and easy

- Text display for operation and monitoring

- Brochure delivery with electronic adjustable stack separation

- Energy saving system with automatic switching on/off of all drives

- Active safety: Transparent safety hoods made of unbreakable PC

- Multispeed function with speed control

4 different function levels selectable

Speed control for product transport

1 Blast-air at front trimming knife BLMS

1 Control unit for stitcher staples, 4-up HKLE / 4

1 Preparation of SFT for connection of a T20 unit VBT20

1 Spare knife-set for SFT 350 DURITAN
®
-knifes MES

2 Flat-staple stitcher heads 43/6 (Hohner) HK 43/6 FL

NAGEL SP 100 Compact Spine  Press

1 Booklet Spine Press

Type NAGEL SP 100 Compact

- Ideal for flattening of thick brochures

- Can be used as an inline or offline machine



MKW SERIE A: TYPE RAPID 35x50 cm B3

1 Head and tail trimming unit

Type MKW RAPID T 20

- Ideal follow-up machine inline with MKW SFT 350

- Double-trimmer for brochure production

- Exact head and tail trimming 

- Maximal-Format 35 x 25 cm

- Precision guides with 4 drive points

- Fast-format-adjustment with counter display

- Easy format adjustment by spindle guidance

- Exact side adjustment by parallel guidance

- Text display for operation and monitoring

- Active safety: Transparent safety hoods made of unbreakable PolyC.

1 Spare knife-set for head and tail trimming T20

Special Option

- Punch cut with 8 mm cut width, V-knife construction

Intermediate cut for 2-up work

1 Spare knife-set for intermediate cut TZ 21/8


